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MORE CHOICES FOR

TM

TA K I N G Y O U R

WE CAN MAKE
CLOTHES CLEANER
One in every 40 hectares of
cultivated land grows cotton, but
takes one-sixth of the world's
insecticides – more than any other
crop – and produces 220 million tons of carbon
dioxide. The textile industry uses more water than any
other industry except agriculture. And old processes
contaminate our environment with unsafe chemicals.
New farming and processing methods, along with new
sustainable fibers, are now available to reduce – and
even reverse – harmful impacts. The US Group is
proud to be a leader in expanding these options.

ORGANIC COTTON
More than half of all clothing
produced worldwide is cotton. It’s
absorbent,
durable
and
intrinsically soft, making it an
excellent apparel fiber. And it can
be a sustainable option.
The US Group sources organic cotton that is grown
without harmful pesticides or genetically modified
organisms. This creates a healthier environment for
farmers and preserves the land.
Our organic cotton is also processed without using
harmful chemicals, so these don’t contaminate our
employees, the planet or the consumers of our organic
textiles with anything allergenic, carcinogenic or toxic.
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WATERLESS
DYEING
We’ve entered an era of increasing
water scarcity, and must find ways
to clothe more people while
reducing our water use.

SAVING WITH
WATERLESS
RECIPES

At the US Group, we use the Water<Less™ process,
with design and process decisions made to reduce the
amount of water used for finishing. The traditional steps
involve desizing, then stone or enzyme wash for color
loss, then bleaching and neutralizing followed by a
potassium permanganate. We’re eliminating, combining
or reducing these wet-process steps and using
advanced chemistry to ensure dye fixes to fabric better
and needs less post-indigo rinsing.
So far we’ve reduced water use by 65% compared to
traditional indigo rope dyeing, saving some six liters of
water per garment.

REPREVE
RECYCLED POLY
The clear plastic used for bottles
YARN FROM
PLASIC BOTTLES
can be kept out of landfills and
used instead to make clothing.
The US Group is creating fabrics
from recycled Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) plastic.
Collected PET bottles are sterilized, dried and crushed
into small chips which are heated and passed through a
spinneret to form strings of yarns that go through a
crimping machine to produce a fluffy, wool-like texture
before they’re woven into polyester fabric.
Our Reprieve fabrics are part of our broad collection of
recycled and sustainable alternatives.

OLD JEANS TO
NEW DENIM (PCW)
There’s growing interest in
recycling denim garments, and
the US Group is finding ways to
optimize the processes involved.

POST-CONSUMER
DENIM
RECYCLING

Pre-consumer waste comes from excess material
produced during production of yarn, fabric and textile
products.
We’re
advancing
into
recycling
post-consumer waste. It’s sorted by type and color
then processed through stripping machines that break
the fabric into small pieces before pulling them apart
into fiber. Then it’s carded several times in order to
clean and mix the fibers before they are spun into
yarns. Resulting staple length is shorter so that it’s
blended with virgin cotton fibers to improve yarn
strength.
This sustainable fiber produces fabric with an authentic
aesthetic look.

INNOVATION FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
The US Group is always
improving our sourcing and our
processes to offer more products
that reduce harm to the
environment.
And we’re constantly experimenting to create new
fabric options that have a lighter planetary footprint,
like denims that incorporate recycled coffee beans or
feathers and blends that use bamboo or tencel.
When your brand takes the next steps toward greater
sustainability, our fabrics will look good on you and
your bottom lines.
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